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Russ, we hope you had a  an enjoyable 

birthday and can celebrate with family 

and friends in the near future. 



 

Russ, 

Your fellow model flyers would 

like to wish you a very happy 

90th birthday, wishing you all 

the very best and thank you for 

your contribution to modelling 

flying both with the Aeroneers 

and Model Flying New Zealand. 

Happy Birthday Russ. 
Hoping you have had a 

great day and are  
being well cared for.  

From Maurice  

Congratulations on your 

90th birthday and all the 

very best. 

Kindest regards,  

Ivan and Linda 

Wishing you a 
very Happy 

Birthday Russ. 
Kindest regards, 
Kevin and Sue 

Burrows  

Looking good Rus 
Congratulations 

see you at the field 
Mike Randell 

Well done on your 90th 

Russ, and hope to catch 

up on a flying field 

sometime soon. Regards,  

Graham Lovejoy 

Happy 90th Birthday 
Hope you enjoyed your day 

Greg and Judith 

Many Happy returns Russ. 
Remember the good old days 

when were all young and  
flew control line and served  

on the committee. 
Have a great year. 

Cheers Des 

Happy Birthday 

Russ,  hope it’s a 

great day.  

James Burnside 

Quite the milestone,  
happy birthday!  

Hope to see you at  
the field soon.  

Tama  

Happy Birthday 

Russ, 

Looking forward 

to when we can 

catch up at the 

field. 

From Sarah and 

Tarquin Brooks. 

To Rooster  

90 years young 

and not looking 

a day over 60!  

Very best    

wishes ole mate 

Rene 



Best wishes on your 
90th birthday,  

Graham Loveridge 

Congratulations and  

best wishes Russ,  

Phil Pearpoint  

Russ has been a pillar of both the        

Aeroneers and the NZMAA.  He has al-

ways operated his model aircraft well 

within his capabilities and has been a 

fine example for all model 

fliers.  Russ has a quiet and gentle       

nature and has always been 

up front with constructive  suggestions  

to guide the Aeroneers 

through the ups and downs of life.  

Congratulations on your 

90th birthday Russ. Our 

best wishes for you. 

Simon & Melissa Tansley 

Russ, the very  

happiest of birthday 

wishes to you.  

Hamish  

Wishing you the very 

best for your 90th 

Birthday.  

regards David James  

"Congratulations Russ on your 
latest achievement of "reaching 

into the nineties".   
Best wishes for the next  

decade. 
Olive and Len Ruby  

Congratulations Russ in 

reaching your ninth decade.  

May all your landings be 

smooth ones. 

Best regards, Merv 

"Hello Russell 

 

Your fellow Aeroneers congratulate you  

on reaching your 90th milestone and  

wish you good health and every  

happiness beyond the next big  

milestone. 

 

The Greater Model Flying Community 

thanks you for teaching all of us the 

very highest standards of flying and  

construction." 

Congratulations 
Russ.   

You have been 
a great  

inspiration to 
me in the  

running of our 
Club.   

Pete V.  

Congratulations 
Russell and best 

regards. 
I wish you good 

luck, better 
health and best 

reminiscing. 
Bruce Woodfield 
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Well what a month, I have treated this as an entry 
in to retirement and I could get use to it, but back to 
work. 
 
Hope all is well in your bubbles, for those with pro-
jects send photo’s to Linda, we are all interested in 
what is on the boards. 
 
With no flying Murphy’s Law we have had some 
nice Sunday’s, looking forward to getting back on 
the strip. 
 
Remember if you haven’t paid your subs can you 

please do so, I know its hard at the moment, but it 
would be appreciated, for those that have Thank 
you. 
 
For those that are not returning could you please let 
Greg know so we know where we stand financially. 
 
See you at the field, Mike. 
 
I sent the following email out on Thursday 30 
April—please remember to use common-sense and 
stay safe. 
 

Good Afternoon guys 

  

Well according to Jonathan’s email we are allowed to fly at our local field and not to travel out of our region. 

Based on this for those that want to and the weather will allow there will be sport flying at the field, we will look at the com-

petitions at a later date, maybe around June. 

There will be protocols in place, and for the field to stay open these protocols must be adhered to. 

 There will be a sign in sheet in the club house, this must filled in by those at the field 

 Social distancing only 3 fliers on the flight line, and a distance of 2 meters 

 If you require someone else to handle your plane or trannie supply gloves and dispose of after use 

 Sorry Pete no barbie 

 The club house door handle and lock to be cleaned before handling 

 If feel unwell do not come to the field stay home 

 If you feel unsafe stay home 

 Use proper hygiene etiquette when coughing and sneezing 

  

This is all new to everyone and as such we must rely on each other to stay safe. 

I am picking any breaches and they will shut down the use of recreational activities, so it is our shoulders to be safe 

  

Lastly lets be safe out there and see you at the field on Sunday !!! 

Ivan in the backyard  

and the  

neighbours kept  

social  

distancing  

regulations. 
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Well it has been a very quiet month (i.e NO FLY-

ING) since my last report so this will be very suc-

cinct. 

I have been working all the way through the lock-

down as apparently I am ‘essential’ – see Dad, I 

told you I am needed . To all those that have 

family members in the essential workforce or your-

self, thank you. Great to see kudos going to the 

people that deserve it as opposed to celebrities 

who are famous for no apparent reason. 

To those of you that aren’t retired and have had to 

stay home, I hope you have had some time to get 

some new models ready. We may just get a few 

weeks of nice weather to get some flying in before 

winter hits us.  

With regards to the email recently sent out by 

MFNZ, the committee is looking to see how we 

can manage to get back out flying. Keep an eye on 

your emails for some new rules when attending 

the field. Sausages will however probably be a no 

go so best bring your own breakfast.   

Stay home. Stay safe. We will be flying again 

soon.  

Cheers, CC 

I like flying I love flying I am flying I can’t go flying 

I miss flying 
Covid 19 is 

making me stay 
home 

I have to 
stay home in 
my workshop 

I could build or 
refurbish a model! 
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   Linda Lambess, 115 Tiro Tiro Road, Levin 5510 

   lindalambess@gmail.com, landline: 06 2102910. mobile:  21 2106139 

This month for the first time I have written my 
thoughts early in the month however, I have had to 
delete a couple of paragraphs and replace with this: 

This month we have an edition that I have always 
thought Servo Chatter should look like—fill of local 
builds, of club members activities.  For this I thank 
you and also to those who responded to my urgent 
email.  I apologise to those who missed out signing 
the “card” for Russ. I am sure you all join me in   
congratulating him on his 90th and wish him very 
best wishes. 
 
Life in lockdown bubble has been interesting—we 
have discussed swash plates, gyroscopes and   
other weird helicopter parts and theories.           Oc-
casionally Ivan has said, I can’t see how that works.  
He is not one to accept that it works, he has to 
know why it works.  I just say, talk it through some-
times wondering if I will ever understand 
“helicopter”.  Sometimes mid sentence you can see 
the penny drop, other times I will say something 
that kinda makes sense and he will say—not but … 
 
The coronavirus has certainly lead to some            
interesting media reporting.  With the country on 
hold, the media don’t have much to report in some 

cases it has been clutching at any titbit of info they 
receive.  I smile at the sensationalism of the US 
death toll—per head of population it is about 4th on 
the list.  Then of course there is the country’s DNA. 
NZer’s we have ‘DIY—ok its happened, lets get on 
with it and fix it’.  The American’s DNA is based on 
their constitution—their rights and they have their 
rights of freedom.  There is no way they would stay 
at home in a lockdown like ours.  The Italians are a 
much older population and they have a very huggy 
DNA.  Then there is the American statistics—more 
deaths of covid 19—more money the state re-
ceives.  I have an inkling that the death toll from 
natural causes has dropped considerably.  
 
In saying that the virus is not something that should 
taken lightly.  I have received an email suggesting 
that I print a retraction for publishing the letter from 
Merv last month.  This was in the early stages of 
the virus and it was sent to me in good intentions, 
and I published it.  I take responsibility for that.   
 
Please keep you eye on the webpage and I shall try 
and update this as soon as I get the directive from 
the committee. One advantage of helicopters—you 
can fly them from the backyard so Ivan has been 
able to get in a couple of flights. 
 
Take care everyone, keep building and keep those 
photos coming in. Thank you again.   Linda 

 

I hate admitting it but my last trip 

to the field was not good 

Let this one get too far away I’m 

afraid 

Taking off is optional getting them 

back is mandatory lol 

Cheers,  Rod 
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April 2020 
Report submitted by: Phil Pearpoint 
 

Well obviously not a lot to report, I hope       
everyone is safe and well  and all those repairs 
and modelling projects are up to date. 
 

Hopefully we can resume flying soon and can 
run our next vintage comp in May. 
 

STOP PRESS:  There will be no Vintage    
Competition held at the Club for the             
foreseeable future.   Watch the website for up-
dates! 

YEAR TO DATE  

VINTAGE RESULTS 

Next Vintage 

Contest 10 May 

Hopefully! 

As was mentioned in last months newsletter, a few 
members have developed an interest in model 
yachting as an extension of their flying interests. 
I think the idea of a special interest group within the 
Aeroneers Club is an excellent idea,it would in no 
way interfere or hinder any of the clubs main       
purpose, 
which of course is model aircraft. Being able to    
retain the membership of those who may find their 
flying days are numbered would be of huge benefit 
to the club, 
with the added benefit of those members being 
able to retain contact with their model-
ling friends and the club. 
SOOO... thinking (hopefully!) way 
ahead if have purchased a couple of 
yachts too. Actually have always 
thought I might like to have one, so 6 
months ago I found on Trade Me, a 
Vintage model yacht called Genie, a 
Marblehead class yacht designed by 
none other than Vic Smeed back in 
1960. Vic Smeed of course is famous 
for his many model aircraft designs   
including Tomboy. 
So $400 bucks and a 9 hour return trip 
to Te Awamutu later I’m the proud    
owner of a Genie (yellow one)  While 
picking it up I saw that the  owner had 
another one which he said he would 
never sell. 
Then a couple of months ago while 
browsing on Trade Me I see the other 
one for sale too.  So a phone call to tell 
him I wasn't happy that he hadn't let me 
know it was for sale, and a negotiated 
big price reduction for my added costs 
in picking it up, I now own 2 Genies! All 
I have to do now is learn how to sail 
them, 
As can be seen from the picture they 
are quite tall (no smart comments)  2.2 

metres from keel to mast top,1.28 in length and 
26cm in beam. 
Both are in very good condition, only needing a 
small amount of refurbishment  and Bradley helping 
me to work out how the winch on the yellow one 
worked, and they are ready to go. 
There are a couple of excellent looking sailing     
locations we are looking at, and as a bonus with 
winter approaching, yachts don't mind how much 
water is around! 
See you at the field as soon as we can. 
Philip. 

Tama Randell        1187 

Bruce McKay 1144 

Mike Randell 1111 

Brad Pearpoint       1104 

Greg Findon 1044 

Phil Pearpoint 1029 

Flemming Ravn 984 

Bruce Woodfield 974 

Peter Vining 719 



Rod’s recently completed,  
amazingly detailed— 

 
WWII Type V11 
German Sub 

 
Fully RC operational including  

dive capability   
Scale 1:48  

1450 mm length 
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PUDDLE DUCK 

When the lockdown started I looked 

at a plan that was in the RCM&E 

Magazine Vol. 61.  I had enough   

materials to cut out the frame and 

the build was very straight forward. 

The plane is only three channel and 

will be powered by a 1000 KV      

Electric motor. 

The wingspan is 1450mm and all up 

weight is 3lbs 4ozs. 

If you go online to Nuviation.co.uk 

there is an 8 page build aid for this 

plane. 

Peter V 
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Miss  
America  
Hanger 
One Kit. 

    

Almost  done  waiting for  engine  and  
odds and sods to finish and hopefully fly.   

 James Burnside  
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Attached are a few close up pictures of what I have 

been working on over lockdown.  I have been fitting 

out the wing of an Opus slope soaring glider. 

 

Flap horns were fitted into the flap such that the      

internal pushrods stay under the small top surface    

covers throughout the movement.  With the rods     

being internal and with close fitting covers there is 

very little room to work - the servos are high torque 

mini servos. 

 

The aileron servo and pushrod are a fairly standard 

arrangement but again are quite tight to fit such that 

the covers fit properly. 

 

All four servos have their mounting lugs cut off and 

the servo is covered in heat shrink.  The servos are 

then glued in with neutral cure silicon.  One must     

remember to fit the servo horn screw before gluing 

the servo in.  If the servo needs to come out you can 

just cut one side of the heat shrink and the servo will 

pop out and then the heat shrink can be removed. 

 

Custom length extension leads were also crimped to 

suit the length from each servo. 

 

The big trick with all of this is that both left and right 

sides have to be exactly the same to get the same 

surface movement. 

 

Cheers, Tarquin  

Aileron  servo 

Custom extensions 

Flap drive 

Top drive cover Top drive flap 
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I have been modelling boats for longer than I 

have been building planes. Largely because I 

fell into the Greater Wellington Marine Model 

Club, back in the early ‘70s. I started serious 

aeromodelling  after we moved to Palmy in 

1987. 

 

This is the PS Duchess of Fife that I built in the 

late 1970s. It is a model of a Clyde River 

(Scotland) ferry of 1903. I have met many    

people who remember this ship as she was in 

service up to 1953. The model is 48inches long 

and built largely of balsa. 

 

 
 

In 1980 I started building the British Lifeboat. 

Looking for a squat full hulled type that would 

be easier than the Paddler to install gear into, 

but I didn’t want a tug. The Barnett Stromness 

Class boats were the last wooden boats built 

for the RNLI in the 1950s. The model won the 

NZMMA Nationals for Scale in 1981. I have also 

met people who knew this, the Clevelly 

(Devonshire) Boat, and even a man who was 

crew on her. 

 

I have dabbled with speed boats but my pref-

erence is as always, scale. This Fairey Marine 

Huntsman is the second one I have had, the 

first had a petrol engine, this one is electric. 

 

 
 

This Perkasa MGB  was also electric 

 

 
 

I have had a couple of sailboats, this is an 

EC12; it’s a big boat with a fibreglass hull. The 

EC12 for racing must be off a registered mold 

which is derived from one of the towing tank 

hulls for “Constitution” which was the 1964 

Americas Cup defender. This is not a registered 

hull, but I made some changes to the rudder 

to improve its handling. 
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I want, one day, to build a sailing ship like this, 

built by a friend in Wellington, many years ago. 

 

 
 

My “magnum opus” is probably HMS Tiger that 

many members will have seen. The model is 

the culmination of a number of years’ research 

and an urge to build a big warship. She is 

2300mm long and there is no balsa in it at all. 

Fully controlled, with smoke generator, training 

turrets, four motors etc to a scale of 1:96 (1/8 

inch equals 1 foot) it is 100% scratch built, from 

original Admiralty Plans.  

 
 

My ultimate model ship would be RMS Queen 

Elizabeth in this scale, but that is impossibly big 

at about 10feet long, and weighing over 200 

pounds. 

With these changing times check 

out our website for  

updates on what we are allowed 

and not allowed to do at the field. 

https://www.aeroneers.com/ 

https://www.aeroneers.com/
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I realise that it is not PC to make jokes about the 

present world situation, but nevertheless it is with 

great sadness that I have to tell all you good people 

about  the loss of a few further local businesses 

around our Town;  

Unfortunately the bra manufacturer has gone bust, 

the inflatable boat manufacturer has been let down 

completely and has gone under, the manufacturer 

of food blenders has gone into liquidation, and the 

local dog kennel has had to call in the retrievers. 

The suppliers of paper for origami enthusiasts has 

folded, the Heinz factory has been canned as they 

couldn't ketchup with supplies, the Macadamising 

company has reached the end of the road, the 

bread company has run out of dough and been 

sliced up with only the crumbs left over.  The clock 

manufacturer has had to wind down operations 

since the owner has gone cuckoo, the Chinese 

laundry has been taken to the cleaners, the shoe 

shop owner has had to put his foot down and has 

given all his staff the boot.  The local Joinery facto-

ry has been completely shuttered, the munitions      

factory has gone kaput and all language courses 

have come to a full stop.  Period.  

Back in my 

day the  only 

time we start-

ed    panic 

buying was 

when the           

bartender 

yelled “last 

call.” 



 

 

 

 

APRIL 6, 2020 

BRIDIE SCHMIDT 

A patent application for a new battery that uses 
glass as a key component has been submitted by 
a team headed by John Goodenough, the part   
winner of the 2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his 
work as co-inventor of the now ubiquitous           
lithium-ion battery that is the go-to power source 
for electric cars and energy storage. 

And the new glass battery promises to accelerate 
the shift away from internal combustion engines 
because it will deliver a significant increase in    
storage capacity. 

Bridie Schmidt is lead reporter for The Driven,    
sister site of Renew Economy. She specialises in 
writing about new technology, and has a keen    
interest in the role that zero emissions transport 
has to play in sustainability. 

By “spiking” glass with either sodium or lithium to 
form an electrode within the battery, the             
researchers say the new battery technology       
provides three times the energy storage capacity of 
comparable lithium-ion batteries. 

It is also neither volatile nor flammable, and does 
not display issues of lithium dendrite growth that 
plagues li-ion batteries, which can cause           
short-circuits and present safety hazards. 

First described in a 2016 paper published 
in Energy and Environmental Science, and now in 
a patent application activated on Sunday on behalf 
of the LNEG (National Laboratory of Energy and 
Geology) in Portugal, the University of Porto,     
Portugal and the University of Texas, the new 

glass battery electrode has the potential to upturn 
the transport industry. 

That is, if it is commercialised. But according to 
Goodenough, who spoke with IEEE’s Spectrum 
magazine about the technology, the glass battery 
could finally break through the price barrier that 
hinders the uptake of electric cars. 

“I think we have the possibility of doing what we’ve 
been trying to do for the last 20 years,”          
Goodenough, who is emeritus professor at the 
Cockrell  

School of Engineering at the University of Texas, 
Austin, told Spectrum. 

“That is, to get an electric car that will be          
competitive in cost and convenience with the     
internal combustion engine.” 

It could also be used to store intermittent solar and 
wind power on the electric grid, Goodenough tells 
Spectrum. 

Fellow researcher Maria Helena Braga from the 
University of Texas, Austin says that early testing 
also suggests could also have “perhaps            
thousands” of  charge and discharge cycles, more 
than the average 1,000-2,000 cycles achievable in 
typical nickel-manganese-cobalt or lithium iron 
phosphate batteries. 

Addtionally, the glass battery electrode has shown 
it can withstand a wider range of temperatures – 
between -20º C and 60º C. 

“Rechargeable batteries containing a                 
water-solvated glass/amorphous solid electrolyte 
described herein can provide a safe, low-cost     
stationary battery capable of storing a large 
amount of electrical energy for feeding the grid or 
charging the battery or capacitor of an electric    
vehicle since the temperature range of operation of 
a stationary battery can be kept small through all 
seasons at little cost,” reads the patent. 

“The small activation energy for alkali-ion transport 
in the electrolyte can also make feasible an electric 
vehicle powered by a portable rechargeable      
battery that operates in a wide range of ambient 
temperatures.” 

Of course, new battery technology that promises to 
make batteries safer and cheaper, as well as last 
longer and store more energy, are often reported 
on. 

Only last week we reported on BYD’s new “Blade” 
lithium iron phosphate battery that the Chinese   
battery maker says deals with safety issues, or the 
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Li-ion co-inventor patents glass battery  
that could upturn auto industry 

  

https://thedriven.io/2020/04/06/li-ion-co-inventor-patents-glass-battery-that-could-upturn-auto-industry/
https://thedriven.io/author/bridie/
https://thedriven.io/
https://reneweconomy.com.au/
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2016/ee/c5ee02924d#!divAbstract
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160368777
https://spectrum.ieee.org/energywise/energy/renewables/does-new-glass-battery-accelerate-the-end-of-oil
https://spectrum.ieee.org/energywise/energy/renewables/does-new-glass-battery-accelerate-the-end-of-oil


new battery prototype described by EV startup   
Atlis Motors that promises to offer 10 minute 
charges for the high energy demand electric utility 
truck market. 

And then there’s Samsung, which says it 
has cracked a puzzle holding back                     
high-performance solid-state batteries that could 
offer 800km driving range. 

But a respected MIT battery researcher Donald 
Sadoway, who also spoke with Spectrum, notes: 
“When John Goodenough makes an                   
announcement, I pay attention. He’s tops in the 
field and really a fantastic scientist. So, his        
pronouncements are worth listening to.” 

He questions however, the glass battery’s ability to 
sustain energy storage. As Braga tells Spectrum, 
the glass battery behaves somewhat like a         
supercapacitor, which can charge and discharge 
quickly but are not known for their ability to store 
large amounts of energy. 

“The issue is not can you do something at a high 
charge rate,” he says. “My big question is about 
capacity fade and service lifetime. 

“If he can give us an electrolyte that is devoid of 
these flammable, organic solvents, that’s salutary 
in my opinion,” Sadoway was quoted as saying by 
Spectrum. 

While the glass electrolyte and an anode to      
complement it have been identified, holding back 
commercialisation of the technology is              
confirmation of a cathode to complete the picture. 

Of course, new battery technology that promises 
to make batteries safer and cheaper, as well as 
last longer and store more energy, are often      
reported on. 

Only last week we reported on BYD’s new “Blade” 
lithium iron phosphate battery that the Chinese 
battery maker says deals with safety issues, or the 
new battery prototype described by EV startup   
Atlis Motors that promises to offer 10 minute 
charges for the high energy demand electric utility 
truck market. 

And then there’s Samsung, which says it 
has cracked a puzzle holding back                    
high-performance solid-state batteries that could 
offer 800km driving range. 

But a respected MIT battery researcher Donald 
Sadoway, who also spoke with Spectrum, notes: 
“When John Goodenough makes an                       
announcement, I pay attention. He’s tops in the 
field and really a fantastic scientist. So, his         
pronouncements are worth listening to.” 

He questions however, the glass battery’s ability to 
sustain energy storage. As Braga tells Spectrum, 
the glass battery behaves somewhat like a         
supercapacitor, which can charge and discharge 
quickly but are not known for their ability to store 
large amounts of energy. 

“The issue is not can you do something at a high 
charge rate,” he says. “My big question is about 
capacity fade and service lifetime. 

“If he can give us an electrolyte that is devoid of 
these flammable, organic solvents, that’s salutary 
in my opinion,” Sadoway was quoted as saying by 
Spectrum. 

While the glass electrolyte and an anode to      
complement it have been identified, holding back 
commercialisation of the technology is              
confirmation of a cathode to complete the picture. 

RenewEconomy and its sister sites One Step Off 
The Grid and The Driven will continue to publish 
throughout the Covid-19 crisis, posting good news 
about technology and project development, and 
holding government, regulators and business to 
account. But as the conference market            
evaporates, and some advertisers pull in their 
budgets, readers can help by making a voluntary 
donation here to help ensure we can continue to 
offer the service free of charge and to as wide an 
audience as possible. Thankyou for your support. 

An earlier version of this article incorrectly referred 
to the University of Porto, Portugal as the          
University of Portugal, and the article has since 
been updated to clarify that the patent application 
has been activated but not yet granted. 

Ladderman’s 

workshop 

"Construction is so 

much easier if you 

install all the body 

parts before you 

screw the lid on." 

Ladderman 
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Seen in the window of a sports goods shop in Feilding.   
 

Please remember to shop local—use small local 
business or they might not be there when we do 

need them. 

To all club members having a  
birthday this month.  

Hoping the 

forecast is  

looking  

brighter 

Under the weather 
  

 Club Fuel 

Methanol—$2.75 a litre 

Nitro—$32.43 a litre 

Oil—$20 a litre 

As seen in the Wairarapa Times Age,  

24 April 1920 
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Water slide 
transfer 

Simple to apply 
Long lasting 

A4 sheet — $10.00 
6 — large 7.5 cm decals 
5 — medium 5 cm decals 
23 — small 2.5 cm decals 

A6 sheet — $5.00 

2 — large 6 cm decals 
3 — medium 4 cm decals 

Order from Flemming Ravn,  
ravnf@outlook.com 
Collect at flying field. 

 

Airbrush;  
Paasche Model H single action.  $40 
 

Undercarriage;  
Dubro, 60 size (new).   $10 
 

Undercarriage;  
fibreglass 60 size.   $10 
 

Undercarriage;  
40 size ali with 3” wheels .  $10 
 
 

Wheels;   
4.7”.     $5 
 

Wheels;  
4” - foam.     $5 
 

Props;  
3 orange, GWS.    $5 
 

Air line;  
Badger flexi line.    $15 
 

Goldberg retract legs.  $10 
 

Props;  
Master 7*6, APC 7*5, 1 of ea  $3 
 

  
Call or TXT; Maurice Job, 021670689 

 

 Check out  

this list FOR SALE 
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President: 
Mike Randell 

Phone  

president@aeroneers.com 
 

Treasurer: 
Greg Findon 

Phone  06 3561571 

treasurer@aeroneers.com 
 

Secretary:  
Bruce Withell 

Phone 358 3202 

secretary@aeroneers.com 
 

Club Captain: 
Tama Randell 

Phone 027 2920363 

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com 
 

Committee: 
Phil Pearpoint  - Phone 06 323 9093 

Len Ruby  -  

Maurice Job 

 

Servo Chatter Editor 

and Website Updates: 
Linda Lambess 

Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139 

editor@aeroneers.com 

 

Webmaster: 
Tama Randell 

Phone 027 2920363 

 

 The views or ideas expressed in this publication 
are not necessarily those of the club executive or 
committee. Every care is taken to ensure accura-
cy, but the club will not be responsible for the 
content of advertisements or any material con-
tained  therein. The editor reserves the right of 

publication. 

THE COMMITTEE 

Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com 

Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton. 

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com 

Club Facebook: Palmerston North Aeroneers 

Please pay any committee member or online to 
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00             
Palmerston North Aeroneers.   Don’t forget to 
include your name in the details box. 
 
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise   
Greg of your payment. 
 
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the 
NZMAA prior to March 25 to ensure all club      
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability 
insurance. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS 

mailto:https://www.facebook.com/PalmerstonNorthAeroneers/
https://www.aeroneers.com/
https://www.facebook.com/PalmerstonNorthAeroneers/
mailto:treasurer@aeroneers.com

